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Amanohashidate

Info Map

Mata-nozoki
Turn your back on Amanohashidate and look
it from between your legs and you will see the
diﬀerent views.

Amanohashidate
Panorama
Observatory

⑩ Nariaiji Temple

⑨ Kasamatsu Park

It is an old temple
built in 704. It is
said your wish
come true if you
visit here. Itʼs the
28th of 33 sacred
temples in Western
Japan.

“Shoryukan”

You can overlook Amanohashidate of “Shoryukan”.
When you do Mata-nozoki, itʼs upside down and
looks like the bridge to the heaven.

⑩

Nariaiji Temple
（The 28th Saigoku Fudasyo）

Autumn Scenery
（Five-storied pagoda）

P

卍

Five-storied
pagoda

Jizo makes your one
and only wish
come true

⑦ Motoise Kono Shrine

⑧ Manai Shrine

It is the home of Ise Jingu in Mie
prefecture. It is the only superior
shrine in Tango area and five
colors balls “Suedama” on the
balustrade can be seen at only
2places; here and Ise Jingu.

It is a rear shrine of Motoise Kono
Shrine. Toyoukeno Okami, which
is enshrined at Ise Jingu, is also
enshrined here and it is told that it
was moved from here to Ise Jingu.

To Ine

Amanohashidate

（7min）

Shoryukan
Kasamatsu
Park

⑨

Monju・Fuchu
See a dragon flying up to the
heaven and pray to God.
.7million visitors a year come to see
Amanohashidateʼs mystic beautiful nature,
one of the three most scenic spots of Japan.
An avenue of pine trees is popular for a
walking course and it takes one hour by foot
or 20minutes by bike from end to end. Also,
Amanohashidate is known as the oldest spot
in Japan that you can get power, therefore we
recommend to visit 3shrines.
In Monju area, there are Amanohashidate View
Land, Chionji Temple and the revolving bridge.
In Fuchu area, there are Kasamatsu Park, Motoise
Kono Shrine and Nariaiji Temple.You have a lot
of places to visit!

2

Manai Shrine

⑧

（4min）

⑪ Tango

（6min）

Local Museum

In 1970, it was built in traces of
Tango Kokubunji that is a historic site
of Tango. Many of archaeological,
historical and folklore materials are
stored up and displayed.

Motoise Kono Shrine
Keburu-shita

⑦

P
Jinja-Mae

Police box

〒

⑪

Swan habitat

Tango Local Museum

P

Ichinomiya
Pier

Ruins of Tango
Kokubunji Temple

Amanohashidate Fuchu
ocean swimming area
Shiryokan-mae

Nakayoshi no
Matsu

Aso no Funaya

178

To Yosano Town
Meoto Matsu

⑥
Amanohashidate pine trees

Miyazu Bay

Legend
Expressways
178

Tourist-boat terminal

National roads
Public highways

Car park

Railway tracks

Coin locker

City, town, and
village boundaries

Tourist information
center

Hot spring resort

（50min）

Aso Sea

⑥ Amanohashidate pine trees
The sandbar is about 3.6km long and 20m ‒ 170m
wide. There are about 8000pine trees on it and
Amanohashidate is one of the 100 best pine trees.

Taxi stand
Rental bicycle

Shinto shrine

卍

（12min）

Public telephone

P

ATM

Buddhist temple

ATM

（20min）

Tourist facilities
Place of scenic beauty

⑤

Amanohashidate Shrine
（Hashidate Myojin Shrine）

④ Iso Shimizu
Lantern of wisdom

P

② Chionji Temple
It is one of three Monju in Japan. Many candidates
and their families visit here to gain wisdom.

②Chionji Temple

Amanohashidate
Eki-Mae

Amanohashidate
Pier

Amanohashidate
ocean swimming area

④ Iso Shimizu

卍
Chie no Matsu

P
〒

Temple gate

☎

Revolving
Bridge

③
Amanohashidate
Hot springs-Chie no Yu

KTR Amanohashidate
Station
（8min）

（6min）

① Amanohashidate View Land

Amanohashidate
View Land

）

③ Revolving Bridge

①

“Hiryukan”

It is one of the view spots of Amanohashidate and
the view from here is called “Hiryukan.” There is a
Ferris wheel, so young and old people can enjoy.

Hiryukan
To Miyazu,
Maizuru and Fukuchiyama

This unusual bridge turns 90degrees when ships
go a waterway. The present bridge is electric, but
the previous one was manual and it existed 90years
ago.

⑤ Amanohashidate Shrine

（Hashidate Myojin Shrine）

